L I VE B E TT ER W I T H LI G HT
The brands within this brochure are united in their focus on
technologies that unlock the hidden benefits of light. From
the unrivaled color- and white-rendering of Soraa lamps, to
the spec-grade quality and versatility of Ecosense fixtures,
to the safe path forward—through this pandemic and the
next—enabled by SCUVA, the product platforms may differ
but their mission is singular and profound: to enhance the
human experience through the power of light.

WH ER E SC I ENC E M EET S A RT
Ecosense is an LED technology company that strives to
invent, inspire, and reshape how the world understands and
interacts with artificial light. Recognized by the likes of Red
Dot, Inc. magazine and Deloitte Technology, we serve a
creative class of artists and designers and have been fortunate
to light some of the most coveted spaces on earth. Long
heralded in commercial applications, our top-tier platforms
are also ideal for high-end residential use.
PR OD UC T S
RISE
Our famously versatile projector packs
incredible punch for spot, accent,
landscape and flood applications.

T R OV
Meticulously designed layer by layer to
+ performance in 24,000
provide superior
configurations.

T R OV Slim
Simply beautiful and easy-to-install,
balancing quality and value in a slim profile,
no matter how you aim it.

T R OV Flex
A discreet, all-silicone, flexible luminaire
offering incredible performance at an
extraordinary value.

LUMIUM
This is the art of architectural linear, fully
customizable down to size, mounting
option, and RAL finish.

Visit www.ecosenselighting.com for more information.

SIM PL Y PE R FEC T LI G HT
Since 2008, Soraa has delivered an unrivaled lighting
experience, creating superior LED replacement lamps for
applications where light matters most: luxury retail, world-class
art museums, high-end residential, and premium hospitality.
Founded by Nobel Prize Laureate Shuji Nakamura, Soraa
excels in full-spectrum light with a portfolio of products that
enables your clients to experience truer colors, richer reds
and brighter whites.
PRO D UC TS

The gold standard of LED lamps,
utilizing VIVID COLOR™ and NATURAL
WHITE™ technologies to provide the
most accurate and rich rendering
attainable.

A highly efficient, high-lumen solution,
designed to meet stringent energy
standards, Soraa BRILLIANT™ combines
excellent color performance and world
class optics.

Visit www.soraa.com for more information.

L I F E A S N O RM AL B EGI N S
WI TH TH E A I R W E B REA THE
Airborne transmission is a significant source of infection, from
COVID-19 to the common cold. SCUVA helps neutralize this
threat in the home, office or automobile by utilizing powerful
UVC light to inactivate 99% of harmful airborne pathogens
in less than 1 hour, per independent lab testing. Safe and easy
to use, SCUVA rapidly cycles through air to disinfect it more
quickly, continuously, and effectively than slow acting
filter products.
PR O DUC TS

The fastest acting SCUVA device for automobiles
and small space applications, able to disinfect a
100 cu. ft. space in just 5 minutes.

A tabletop air disinfection solution that’s quiet, safe
and effective—perfect for retail, restaurants, schools
and other institutions.

Our freestanding device can simply be plugged-in
and positioned as desired to rid spaces up to 10,000
cu. ft. of airborne pathogens.

Visit www.scuva.com for more information.
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